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E-mail address: therealrealvlad@gmail.comSimultaneous contrast refers to the respective whitening or blackening of physically identical image
regions surrounded by regions of low or high luminance, respectively. A common method of measuring
the strength of this effect is achromatic color matching, in which subjects adjust the luminance of a target
region to achieve an achromatic color match with another region. Here I present psychophysical data
questioning the assumption—built into many models of achromatic color perception—that achromatic
colors are represented as points in a one-dimensional (1D) perceptual space, or an absolute achromatic
color gamut. I present an alternative model in which the achromatic color gamut corresponding to a tar-
get region is deﬁned relatively, with respect to surround luminance. Different achromatic color gamuts in
this model correspond to different 1D lines through a 2D perceptual space composed of blackness and
whiteness dimensions. Each such line represents a unique gamut of achromatic colors ranging from black
to white. I term this concept gamut relativity. Achromatic color matches made between targets sur-
rounded by regions of different luminance are shown to reﬂect the relative perceptual distances between
points lying on different gamut lines. The model suggests a novel geometrical approach to simultaneous
contrast and achromatic color matching in terms of the vector summation of local luminance and con-
trast components, and sets the stage for a uniﬁed computational theory of achromatic color perception.
 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
One of the best known illusions in vision research is
simultaneous color contrast. In the context of achromatic color
perception—the perception of black, white and gray shades—
simultaneous contrast manifests itself in the respective whitening
and blackening of physically identical image regions, such as a
series of disks of constant luminance, viewed against surrounding
image regions of variable luminance, such as a series of rings
varying in luminance from low to high (Fig. 1).
Simultaneous contrast and related effects in achromatic color
perception are often modeled under the assumption that achro-
matic colors can be speciﬁed within a one-dimensional (1D) space,
like numbers on a (real-valued) number line (Arrington, 1996; Bla-
keslee & McCourt, 1997, 1999, 2004; Cohen & Grossberg, 1984;
Dakin & Bex, 2003; Grossberg & Todorovic´, 1988; Hamada, 1985;
Heinemann & Chase, 1995; Land & McCann, 1971; Moulden &
Kingdom, 1990; Pessoa, Mingolla, & Neumann, 1995; Rudd, 2010;
Rudd & Arrington, 2001; Rudd & Zemach, 2004; Spehar, Debonet,
& Zaidi, 1996; Vladusich, Lucassen, & Cornelissen, 2006b; Wallach,
1948, 1992, 1994a, 1994b). According to edge integration
models, for instance, the achromatic colors of the disks shown in
Fig. 1 are computed as the weighted sum of contrast values,
deﬁned in terms of log luminance ratios, determined at localll rights reserved.(disk/ring) and remote (ring-background) edges (Land & McCann,
1971; Rudd, 2010; Rudd & Arrington, 2001; Rudd & Zemach,
2004; Vladusich, Lucassen, & Cornelissen, 2006b). In cases where
local and remote edges have opposite contrast polarity, as in
Fig. 1, these models posit that ‘whiteness’ and ‘blackness’ signals
respectively induced at contrast increments and decrements cancel
to produce net achromatic color values. Other models incorporate
a local luminance component that sums with the positive and
negative contrast components (Pessoa, Mingolla, & Neumann,
1995), or postulate that achromatic colors are computed with
respect to the highest luminance values within prescribed regions
of the image (Gilchrist, 2006; Gilchrist et al., 1999; Grossberg &
Hong, 2006).
A standard computational convention associated with these
models is that the computed achromatic color range corresponds
to a ﬁxed continuum of gray shades varying between black and
white poles. I term such a ﬁxed continuum an absolute achromatic
color gamut: It corresponds to the range of achromatic colors per-
ceivable in a target region as the luminance of that region is varied
between some arbitrary lower and upper bounds. According to
standard convention, progressively more-positive values on the
achromatic number line correspond to progressively whiter gray
shades, until the ﬁxed white pole is reached. Similarly, progres-
sively more-negative values correspond to progressively blacker
gray shades, until the ﬁxed black pole is reached. The existence
of ﬁxed black and white points is thus independent of the luminance
Fig. 3. Gamut relativity and relative achromatic color matching in blackness–
whiteness space. According to the model, a ﬁxed range of disk luminance values is
mapped to different gamut lines in blackness–whiteness space, each depending on
ring luminance. The term gamut relativity describes the family of lines that slice up
blackness–whiteness space in different ways depending on the polarity of disk/ring
contrast. The red and blue lines denote the achromatic color gamuts of a target disk
viewed against regions of low and high luminance, respectively. A gamut is thus
deﬁned relatively as the range of achromatic colors that can be perceived in a target
disk as the luminance of that disk is varied from a lower bound to an upper bound,
for any given ring luminance. The points at which each line intersects the blackness
and whiteness axes represent the unique shades of black and white associated with
that gamut. All intermediate points along each line represent various shades of gray
characterized by different mixtures of blackness and whiteness. Relative achro-
matic color matches made between disks viewed against rings of different
luminance are conjectured to represent minimal perceptual distances between
points constrained to lie on different gamut lines. In this case, the blue dot
represents the achromatic color of the reference disk (belonging to the ‘white ring’
gamut). The vector joined to this point represents the minimal perceptual distance
between the reference achromatic color and all points belonging to the ‘black ring’
gamut. Detailed explanations of the relationship between local simultaneous
contrast and gamut lines is provided in the computational results section of this
article. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 1. Simultaneous contrast. The disks all have the same luminance, yet one tends
to perceive disks surrounded by rings with luminance higher and lower than the
background as relatively blacker and whiter, respectively.
Fig. 2. Due to simultaneous contrast, disks surrounded by white rings all appear
blacker than disks surrounded by black rings. The rings with the red and blue
borders indicate the ‘reference’ and ‘test’ disks, respectively. The author has chosen
as an approximatematch, an achromatic color in the test series that corresponds to a
disk of lower luminance than the luminance of the reference disk. The match
appears unsatisfactory to the author, an observation consistent with a range of
informal observations and psychophysical data (Ekroll et al., 2002; Ekroll, Faul, &
Niederée, 2004; Logvinenko and Maloney, 2006; Niederée, 2010; Vladusich,
Lucassen, & Cornelissen, 2006b, 2007; Whittle, 1994a, 1994b). (For interpretation
of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
1 Vladusich, Lucassen, and Cornelissen (2007) originally termed these dimensions
brightness and darkness. The term brightness has, however, been used in a number of
different ways in the literature, and the term darkness, when used at all, is generally
taken to mean the negative of brightness. Not wishing to cause further confusion, I
here adopt the terms blackness and whiteness. The claim that these terms constitute
labels for perceptual dimensions is an empirically testable postulate that forms the
subject of this article (see Section 4).
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limits imposed by the displayable range of luminance values, to ad-
just the luminance of a target region to make it appear a ﬁxed
shade of white or black. Due to this independence with respect
to surround luminance, furthermore, standard models predict that
it should always be possible to establish perfect achromatic color
matches between pairs of disks viewed against rings of different
luminance, modulo the effects of internal noise (Vladusich, Lucas-
sen, & Cornelissen, 2007). I term such putative matches absolute
achromatic color matches, as their existence follows as a direct
corollary of the notion of an absolute achromatic color gamut that
is independent of surround luminance.
Many vision researchers have, however, noted that subjects are
often unable to make absolute color matches between pairs of
targets viewed against backgrounds that differ in luminance or
hue (Ekroll et al., 2002; Ekroll, Faul, & Niederée, 2004; Heggelund,
1974a, 1974b, 1992; Logvinenko & Maloney, 2006; Logvinenko &
Tokunaga, 2011; Niederée, 2010; Vladusich, Lucassen, & Cornelis-
sen, 2006b, 2007; Whittle, 1992, 1994b, 1994a). The difﬁculty in
setting achromatic color matches is illustrated in Fig. 2, where
two physically identical rows of disks, varying within a row from
low to high luminance, are embedded in black and white rings.
The disks viewed against the black rings are contrast increments,
whereas the disks viewed against the white rings are contrast
decrements. The task, then, is to choose an increment in the ‘black
ring’ series that best corresponds to a speciﬁc decrement in the
‘white ring’ series. In this example, the author has chosen, as an
approximate match, an increment in the ‘black ring’ series that
corresponds to a disk of slightly lower luminance than the targetdecrement in the ‘white ring’ series. The match does not, however,
appear to be satisfactory, and so does not satisfy the condition of
an absolute match, in the sense deﬁned above.
In this article, I psychophysically and computationally charac-
terize the difﬁculty in making achromatic color matches between
pairs of disks viewed against rings of different luminance. I conjec-
ture that the difﬁculty in establishing absolute matches arises be-
cause the achromatic color gamut is relative, meaning that it
depends on the luminance of the region directly surrounding the
target. I develop this conjecture in terms of a recently introduced
model postulating that blackness and whiteness constitute the per-
ceptual dimensions of a 2D achromatic color space (Vladusich, Luc-
assen, & Cornelissen, 2007).1
Unlike conventional 1D models of achromatic color percep-
tion—in which the absolute achromatic color gamut is itself
‘aligned’ with the perceptual dimension that represents achro-
matic colors—values represented along the perceptual dimensions
of whiteness and blackness do not themselves correspond to ach-
romatic color gamuts. Rather, points represented directly on the
ig. 4. Design and rationale of the psychophysical experiment. In Step 1, subjects
djusted the luminance of each disk depicted in the top row, surrounded by rings of
ariable luminance, to match the ‘‘brightness’’ of a background region with constant
minance. In Step 2, subjects adjusted the luminance of each disk depicted in the
ottom row, also surrounded by rings of variable luminance, to match the
brightness’’ values associated with the mean disk luminance settings across trials
r each ring luminance value in Step 1 (depicted in the top row). According to
odels positing an absolute achromatic color gamut, subjects should be able to
stablish absolute ‘‘brightness’’ matches between any given disk and the back-
round in Step 1 and between pairs of disks in Step 2, giving rise to very high ratings
f match quality in all cases. Subjects should also adjust the luminance values of
ny given disk in Step 2 to be the same as the luminance settings made with the
orresponding rings in Step 1, as these were the luminance settings whereby all disk
brightness’’ values were perceived as being equal to the constant background
brightness’’, and by transitivity one another, in Step 1. (For interpretation of the
eferences to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
is article.)
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zero blackness to some arbitrary positive level of pure blackness.
Similarly, points represented directly on the whiteness axis corre-
spond perceptually to a range varying from zero whiteness to some
arbitrary positive level of pure whiteness. Neither of these ranges,
however, constitutes an achromatic color gamut in the present
model.
The model instead proposes that any line joining points lying on
the blackness and whiteness axes represents an achromatic color ga-
mut, varying from a pure shade of black to a pure shade of white and
passing through different shades of gray corresponding to various
mixtures of blackness and whiteness (Fig. 3). An achromatic color
gamut is thus computationally deﬁned in the current model as
the range of achromatic colors that can be perceived in a target re-
gion as the luminance of that region is varied from a lower bound
to an upper bound, for any given value of ring luminance. The disk
luminance range displayed in Fig. 2, for example, is mapped to ga-
mut lines with different slopes and intercepts, as shown in Fig. 3.
Each individual gamut consists of a unique set of black, gray and
white shades, and all such gamuts represent equally valid ways to
‘slice’ blackness–whiteness space. I introduce the term gamut rela-
tivity to describe this dependence of the achromatic color gamut on
ring luminance.
A key computational issue considered in this article concerns
how different achromatic color gamuts—that is, how different lines
in blackness–whiteness space—might arise in the model. I consider
this issue in some detail in the computational section of this article.
For the present purposes, it sufﬁces to say that different achro-
matic color gamuts are deﬁned with respect to different values of
surround luminance, meaning that local simultaneous contrast plays
a key role in determining the achromatic color gamut corresponding
to a given target region. The key diagnostic proposal with respect
to the achromatic color matching problem outlined above is that
achromatic color matches generally represent minimal perceptual
distances between points constrained to lie on different gamut lines
in blackness–whiteness space, as shown in Fig. 3. I say that such
matches are relative, as they correspond to matches made between
different gamuts, in the sense deﬁned above. The inability to estab-
lish absolute achromatic color matches in Fig. 2 is thus traced back
to the relativity of the achromatic color gamut.
The article is split into two sections. The ﬁrst section (Section 2)
describes a psychophysical experiment characterizing the proper-
ties of ‘‘brightness’’ matches performed between target regions
viewed against different rings. The second section (Section 3) con-
sists of a computational component that aims to quantitatively
model the psychophysical data described in the ﬁrst section and
to explain how these data arise in terms of the geometrical frame-
work of gamut relativity outlined above.
2. Psychophysical section
To formally investigate the problem of establishing absolute
achromatic color matches between targets viewed against differ-
ent surrounds, I designed a psychophysical experiment using stim-
uli similar to those shown in Fig. 2. The experimental results have
previously been presented in abstract form (Faul, Ekroll, & Vladus-
ich, 2006). The experiment had two components (Fig. 4). In Step 1,
subjects adjusted the luminance of a target disk viewed against a
ring that had one of six possible luminance values. The task was
to establish ‘‘brightness’’ matches with a background region of con-
stant luminance. Each match was repeated 12 times. The mean
disk luminance setting associated with each ring luminance was
then calculated over the 12 repeats (i.e. for each subject). In Step
2, the mean disk setting associated with each ring luminance in
Step 1 was used as the ‘reference’ disk. This disk was displayed
on the monitor surrounded by the corresponding ring luminanceF
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thin Step 1. The task was to adjust the luminance of another ‘test’
disk, surrounded by a ring that also had one of six possible
luminance values, to match the ‘‘brightness’’ of the reference disk.
The task was repeated for all possible reference/test ring lumi-
nance combinations (36 in total). Subjects rated the quality of their
matches in all trials and conditions.
The goal of the experiment was to test two key predictions
derived from models assuming the existence of an absolute achro-
matic color gamut: Namely, that all matches exhibit the properties
of equivalence and transitivity.
Equivalence Subjects should be able to establish absolute
matches between any given disk and the back-
ground in Step 1 and between pairs of disks in Step
2. This should manifest itself in very high ratings of
match quality in all cases.
Transitivity Subjects should adjust the luminance values of any
given disk in Step 2 to be the same as the luminance
settings made with the corresponding rings in Step
1, as these were the luminance settings whereby
all disks matched the background, and by transitiv-
ity one another, in Step 1.
As shown below, subjects’ luminance settings and quality rat-
ings provide strong evidence against the general existence of an
absolute achromatic color gamut.
2.1. Equipment and software
Stimuli were presented on a linearized 21 inch Sony GDM 520
computer monitor (40  30 cm, 1280  960 pixels, 85 Hz) using
an ATI Radeon 8-bit color resolution graphics card. The maximum
luminance producible on the monitor was 92.7 cd/m2. Viewing dis-
tance was 80 cm. A reduction tunnel was used, and the inside of
52 T. Vladusich / Vision Research 69 (2012) 49–63the tunnel covered by black cloth. Room lights were turned off and
no dark adaptation period was used. The experiment was pro-
grammed in visual C++. All luminance settings were made using ar-
row keys on a keyboard. The luminance step size corresponding to
one arrow press was 0.36 cd/m2.
2.2. Subjects
Six subjects participated in the experiment. Four subjects were
experienced psychophysical observers. Only one subject was
aware of the purpose of the experiment.
2.3. Stimuli and procedure
Step 1: The stimuli consisted of disks subtending 1.57 visual
angle surrounded by rings subtending 4.47. For each of
six ring luminance values xq 2 (5,20,40,50,70,85) cd/m2
subjects set the luminance of the disk j embedded in ring
q such that the disk appeared the same ‘‘brightness’’ as a
large background k of constant luminance xk = 45 cd/m2.
Subjects also rated the quality of the match on a scale from
0 (poor) to 5 (good). There were 12 repetitions for each
setting. The order of presentation was randomized. Two
identical disk/ring conﬁgurations were presented simulta-
neously, one on the right of screen and one on the left of
screen. The disk luminance values were yoked, and the
subject used the arrow keys on the keyboard to adjust
the luminance values of both disks simultaneously. The
starting luminance value of the disks was always 0 cd/m2.
Step 2: Each subject adjusted the luminance xi of disk i sur-
rounded by ring p to match the ‘‘brightness’’ of disk j
whose luminance corresponded to the mean disk setting
xj associated with each ring luminance value xq in Step 1.
The luminance values xp 2 (5,20,40,50,70,85) cd/m2 asso-
ciated with ring p were the same as those used in Step 1.
Subjects viewed the full crossing of ring pairings, givingFig. 5. Psychophysical results. Vertical blue error bars joined by lines indicate the data fro
the data from Step 2 (disk-to-disk matching). The upper lines are the ratings of match qua
is identical in all panels. The vertical blue line indicates the luminance of the reference rin
transition (increments to the left, decrements to the right of the vertical line). The upper
2, respectively. Data was averaged over six subjects, and error bars indicate standard erro
each disk luminance value, for all subjects, from the two steps of the experiment (upper
this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)36 different stimuli. Subjects repeated each match six
times (in randomized order, with the match disk on the
right or left of screen on three trials) and rated the quality
of the match on a scale between 0 and 5.
2.4. Results
The results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 5. The blue lines
indicate data from Step 1, in which subjects matched disks to the
background, and red lines denote data from Step 2, in which sub-
jects matched pairs of disks. The upper and lower parts of each
subplot represent match-quality ratings and luminance settings,
respectively. Each of the six subplots corresponds to a speciﬁc va-
lue of reference ring luminance in Step 2. The upper row of icons in
each subplot corresponds to the adjustable test disk/ring conﬁgu-
rations in Step 2.
As expected on the basis of simultaneous contrast, subjects in
Step 1 set disk luminance lower and higher than the background
when ring luminance was lower and higher than the background,
respectively. These data therefore indicate that subjects perceived
a signiﬁcant whitening or blackening of disks surrounded by rings
of low or high luminance, and attempted to compensate by
decreasing or increasing disk luminance. Subjects’ ratings of match
quality were, moreover, relatively high and approximately con-
stant as a function of ring luminance, suggesting that subjects were
generally able to make relatively satisfactory ‘‘brightness’’ matches
for both incremental and decremental disk/ring contrasts.
Also as expected on the basis of simultaneous contrast, subjects
in Step 2 set test disk luminance lower or higher than test ring
luminance, depending on the polarity of the disk/ring edge on
the reference side. When the reference disk formed a contrast
increment to the reference ring, subjects set the test disk as a con-
trast increment (with respect to the test ring) for values of test ring
luminance lower than the background (left side of all panels in the
upper row of Fig. 5). Subjects matched contrast decrements to
increments, however, for all values of test ring luminance higherm Step 1 (disk-to-background matching) and red error bars joined by lines represent
lity, and the lower lines are the luminance settings. Note that the blue data function
g in Step 2. The vertical and horizontal black lines indicate the increment–decrement
and lower disk/ring icons indicate the match and reference conﬁgurations from Step
rs of the mean. The rightmost panels are histograms of the match-quality ratings for
panel = Step 1, lower panel = Step 2). (For interpretation of the references to color in
Fig. 6. Simultaneous contrast and gamut relativity in blackness–whiteness space.
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Fig. 5). A similar pattern of results was obtained in the case where
the reference disk formed a contrast decrement with respect to the
reference ring (lower row of panels). Subjects thus routinely
matched increments to decrements and vice versa in Step 2 of the
experiment (see Discussion).
Subjects’ luminance settings in Step 2 deviated systematically
from those in Step 1, with the absolute differences between lumi-
nance settings obtained in Step 1 and Step 2 statistically different
from zero (p < 109, t35 = 7.42, right-tailed t-test). The disparity be-
tween luminance settings obtained in the two steps is inconsistent
with the transitivity relations predicted by models positing an
absolute achromatic color gamut. Mean match-quality ratings
were also signiﬁcantly lower in Step 2 than in Step 1 (p < 108,
t32.9 = 6.5, right-tailed t-test, excluding the six ‘identity matches’
in Step 2), inconsistent with the prediction that all achromatic color
matches are equivalent. I conclude that such matches are neither
equivalent nor transitive. Additional quantitative analyses of these
assessments are provided in the computational section.According to the model, the visual system represents local luminance and contrast
components as vectors in blackness–whiteness space, which sum according to the
laws of vector arithmetic. The arrows with the black heads represents the
luminance vectors (corresponding to different physical disk luminance values) that
are common to disks surrounded by black and white rings. The arrows with red and
blue heads indicate the contrast vectors induced by the black and white rings,
respectively. The key model element giving rise to gamut relativity is the
orthogonal representation of whiteness and blackness contrast vectors. The dashed3. Computational section
To quantitatively evaluate the psychophysical results, I modeled
the luminance settings and match-quality ratings obtained above
using the blackness–whiteness model outlined below.black line represents the achromatic color gamut in the absence of contrast,
whereas the dashed red and blue lines denote the achromatic color gamuts of disks
viewed against black and white rings, respectively. A gamut thus corresponds to the
range of achromatic colors that can be perceived in a target disk as the luminance
of that disk is varied from a lower bound to an upper bound, for any given
ring luminance. The gamut lines shown here were plotted using the parameter
values estimated from the psychophysical data (see Appendix A for details).
(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)3.1. The blackness–whiteness model
A key postulate of the blackness–whiteness model is that local
luminance and contrast components sum in the whiteness and
blackness dimensions to determine achromatic color. I term the
respective contrast components in the whiteness and blackness
dimensions, contrast whiteness and contrast blackness (Whittle,
1994a), and the respective luminance components, luminance
whiteness and luminance blackness. According to the model, the vi-
sual system sums contrast whiteness and luminance whiteness
components in the case of physical contrast increments (and con-
trast blackness and luminance blackness components in the case of
physical contrast decrements). The blackness value is equal to
luminance blackness alone in the case of physical contrast incre-
ments (the whiteness value is equal to luminance whiteness alone
in the case of physical contrast decrements). These luminance and
contrast whiteness/blackness components are assumed to be
weighted differentially by the visual system. To minimize the
number of free parameters in the model, contrast whiteness/black-
ness weights were set to unity, whereas the luminance whiteness/
blackness weights (m and l) were allowed to vary freely in the ﬁt-
ting procedure. An overall weight (0 < a < 1), applied to the sum of
contrast and luminance components in the blackness dimension,
also varied freely. The complementary weight (1  a) was auto-
matically applied to the whiteness dimension, again to minimize
free parameters. The value of a thus represented the weight sub-
jects applied to the blackness dimension, relative to the whiteness
dimension, in performing luminance settings. The ﬁtted values of
these parameters (see below) were used to generate the expository
example shown in Fig. 6.
Two additional parameters, kw and k/, are involved in scaling
blackness–whiteness space, determining the luminance values at
which a target region is perceived as a pure shade of either black
or white, respectively. These parameters were assumed to be con-
stants in this study, canceling out in the calculation of the solutions
to the achromatic color matching equations (see below), and there-
fore having no tangible inﬂuence on the results. In displaying ach-
romatic colors in blackness–whiteness space, however, I assigned
speciﬁc values to kw and k/ (see Appendix A for details).Ageometrically convenientway of combining the luminance and
contrast whiteness/blackness components in the model is through
vector summation (Fig. 6). The luminance blackness and luminance
whiteness components add vectorially to produce a luminance
vector representation. In simple disk/ring displays, the disk is either
a physical contrast increment and decrement with respect to the
ring. I thus represent blackness andwhiteness contrast components
as orthogonal contrast vectors that sum with the luminance vector
to produce the total achromatic color (see Appendix A).
This vector summation framework proves useful in describing
the geometrical properties of simultaneous contrast that are postu-
lated to give rise to gamut relativity (Fig. 6). The classical textbook
example of simultaneous contrast involves the presentation of a
disk associated with some intermediate luminance value, sur-
rounded by either a white ring or a black ring. This physical situa-
tion corresponds to the oblique luminance vector shown in Fig. 6.
The summation of luminance and contrast vectors gives rise to the
simultaneous contrast effect evident in the depicted disk/ring
icons. Due to the summation of luminance and whiteness contrast
vectors, the disk surrounded by the black ring appears relatively
whiter than the disk surrounded by the white ring. Conversely,
due the summation of luminance and blackness contrast vectors,
the disk surrounded by the white ring appears relatively blacker
than the disk surrounded by the black ring. (Note that the preced-
ing two statements do not imply one another, as blackness and
whiteness are independent.)
The summation of luminance and contrast components for dif-
ferent values of physical disk luminance gives rise to different ‘slices’
of blackness–whiteness space that I associate with the term gamut
relativity. The speciﬁc instantiation of luminance representation
54 T. Vladusich / Vision Research 69 (2012) 49–63advocated here involves a push–pull mechanism in the whiteness
and blackness dimensions. Suppose we vary the luminance of a tar-
get disk continuously within some prescribed range, then the lumi-
nance vector varies as a function of physical luminance. In terms of
the scalar components of the vector, the blackness value is high
and the whiteness value low at low luminance, whereas the white-
ness value is high and the blackness value low at high luminance.
As the luminance value of the disk surrounded by the black ring
increases from low to high, the luminance vector thus rotates coun-
ter clockwise and grows in length to ‘trace out’ the black dashed line
directly abutting the luminance vectors (black-headed arrows)
shown in Fig. 6. At the same time, the length of the whiteness con-
trast vector (red-headed arrows) associated with the ‘black ring’
disk increases, ensuring that the sum of the luminance and white-
ness contrast vectors (the achromatic color vector) increases as a
function of physical disk luminance. This process traces out the
‘black ring’ gamut line in Fig. 6. Conversely, the length of the orthog-
onal blackness contrast vector (blue-headed arrows) associated
with the disk surrounded by the white ring increases with decreas-
ing disk luminance. The sum of luminance and blackness contrast
vectors traces out the ‘white ring’ gamut in Fig. 6. These lines thus
deﬁne the achromatic color gamuts corresponding to the disks sur-
rounded by the black andwhite rings. By virtue of the orthogonality
of contrast vectors, therefore, simultaneous contrast deﬁnes differ-
ent achromatic color gamuts that depend on ring luminance. I seek
below to characterize the failures of equivalence and transitivity
described above in terms of the conjecture that relative achromatic
color matches represent minimal Euclidean distances between
points constrained to lie on different gamuts.
3.2. Aims and methods summary
The ﬁrst aim of the computational section was to compute the
ﬁt of the blackness–whiteness model outlined above to the
luminance settings in the experiment. I compared this ﬁt against
that obtained with a 1D model of the achromatic color gamut
containing the same number of free parameters (see Appendix
A). The 1D model captured the idea (Pessoa, Mingolla, & Neumann,
1995) that positive and negative contrast components add to a
positive local luminance component to form an absolute achro-
matic color gamut, with separate weights applied to incremental
and decremental contrast (c and j) and luminance (d) components.
These components were summed to produce a 1D achromatic color
value. Both models thus contained separate weights applied to
incremental/decremental contrast and luminance components of
the stimuli. To ﬁt the models, I ﬁrst solved the model equations
for the achromatic color matching task in order to derive an
expression in terms of the unknown (test disk luminance) variable
(see Appendix A for details). The model weights were estimated
using standard gradient descent methods that minimized the
sum of square differences between the model predictions and the
actual luminance settings.
The second aim of this section was to assess the extent to which
the ﬁtted models could explain the match-quality ratings. In the
case of the blackness–whiteness model, one additional free param-
eter—representing the exponent of a non-linear transformation of
Euclidean perceptual distances in blackness–whiteness space (see
Appendix A for details)—was independently ﬁt to the match-qual-
ity ratings to minimize the sum of square differences with the rat-
ing data. The use of this non-linear transformation is empirically
necessary, and is consistent with previous studies on perceptual
discrimination of shape and color (Nosofsky & Kantner, 2006;
Vladusich, Lucassen, & Cornelissen, 2007). No additional free
parameter was ﬁtted in the case of the 1D model, as this model
predicts absolute ‘‘brightness’’ matches for all stimuli. To fairly
compare models, a model selection analysis—using the AkaikeInformation Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC)—was conducted to assess the relative performance (deﬁned
in terms of the trade-off between the goodness of ﬁt and the num-
ber of free parameters). The AIC and BIC scores were computed
according to standard methods (Cornelissen et al., 2006; Vladusich,
Lucassen, & Cornelissen, 2006a, 2006b, 2007): The model associ-
ated with the smaller AIC and BIC score is considered the better-
performing model, with a difference of > 10 typically considered
to be strong evidence in favor of the model with the smaller score.
The third aim of the computational section was to assess the
conjecture that relative achromatic color matches represent mini-
mal Euclidean distances between points representing test and ref-
erence achromatic colors in blackness–whiteness space. The
analysis involved calculating achromatic colors corresponding to
different disk/ring luminance values, given the parameter values
estimated below, and analyzing the distances between test and ref-
erence achromatic colors in blackness–whiteness space. If the min-
imal distance conjecture is correct, I reasoned, then perceptual
distances calculated with the model (which are themselves con-
strained by the data ﬁts) should be the same as those calculated
by selecting the (test disk) luminance value that actuallyminimizes
perceptual distances, given the parameters ﬁtted with the model. I
thus discretely sampled from the range of luminance values used in
the experiment (sampling resolution = 0.36 cd/m2) and calculated
the disk luminance values that minimized Euclidean distances rel-
ative to the reference achromatic colors. I conﬁrm the minimal-dis-
tance conjecture and show how it explains the failures of
equivalence and transitivity observed in the psychophysical data.
3.3. Model ﬁts and performance comparison
I ﬁt the blackness–whiteness model to the data from both Step 1
and Step 2 simultaneously (Fig. 7). The variance explained by the
blackness–whiteness model (R2 = 90.1%) was considerably greater
than that explained by the 1D model (R2 = 78.4%). The AIC and
BIC scores associated with the blackness–whiteness model were
both >30 points lower than the scores associated with the 1D mod-
el, indicating that the blackness–whiteness model explained signif-
icantly more variance in the luminance settings than the 1D model.
To assess how well the blackness–whiteness model explained the
intransitivity in the data, I calculated the sum of square differences
in luminance settings between Step 1 and Step 2, then computed
the percentage of this value explained by the model. I found that
the model explained approximately 75% of the observed intransi-
tivity (the 1D model, of course, explained zero percent of the
intransitivity).
Relative to the ﬁts obtained with the luminance settings, the
variance explained in the match-quality ratings by the blackness–
whiteness model was poor (R2 = 20%), although considerably
greater than that explained by the 1D model (R2 = 290%). (Both
models ﬁt the data worse than a ﬂat line given by the mean of all
data points.) A signiﬁcant performance advantage of the black-
ness–whiteness model over the 1D model was thus obtained (AIC
and BIC scores were more than 30 points greater for the 1D model).
The estimated parameter values from the blackness–whiteness
model were as follows; Relative overall blackness weight:
a = 0.81 ± 0.17; whiteness luminance weight: m = 2.31 ± 2.2; black-
ness luminance weight: l = 0.89 ± 0.29. As evident in the value of
the relative overall blackness weight a/(1  a) > 4, achromatic col-
or matches were much more highly weighted towards blackness
than whiteness. I term this asymmetry the blackness bias.
3.4. Relative matches minimize perceptual distances
I conjecture that relative achromatic color matches reﬂect min-
imal Euclidean distances between points constrained to lie on
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Fig. 7. Fits of the blackness–whiteness model to the psychophysical data. Vertical blue and red error bars denote data points corresponding to disk-to-background matches
(Step 1) and disk-to-disk matches (Step 2), respectively. The model was ﬁt to luminance settings from both steps simultaneously, with the ﬁts to data from Step 1 and Step 2
represented by blue and red lines, respectively. The estimated model parameters were then used to calculate the match-quality ratings (one additional free parameter was
adjusted to approximately minimize the sum of square differences with the rating data). Although there exist signiﬁcant discrepancies between the model ﬁts and the data,
the blackness–whiteness model outperformed a 1D model of the achromatic color gamut containing the same number of free parameters (see text). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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T. Vladusich / Vision Research 69 (2012) 49–63 55different gamut lines. Fig. 8 plots the achromatic colors estimated
by the model for Step 2 of the experiment, along with the (dashed
gray) lines corresponding to the gamuts available to subjects for
each value of ring luminance. These lines are generally concatena-tions of straight lines corresponding to disk luminance values
forming either contrast increments or decrements with respective
to ring luminance, respectively (see Appendix A for characteriza-
tion of these lines). Points representing the achromatic colors of
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Fig. 9. Explanation of the failure of equivalence and transitivity in terms of gamut relativity and the minimal-distance conjecture. (A) Relative disk-to-background matches in
Step 1 of the experiment. The black dot represents the achromatic color of the background, and the blue dots represent the achromatic colors of the disks whose luminance
values have been adjusted to make achromatic color matches to the background. The blue vectors represent minimal Euclidean distances between the background achromatic
color and the range of perceivable (test disk) achromatic colors deﬁned by the ‘black ring’ and ‘white ring’ gamuts. (B) Relative disk-to-disk matches in Step 2 of the
experiment. The achromatic colors matched in Step 1 now act as the reference points for matches made between ‘black ring’ and ‘white ring’ gamuts. The red vectors
represent minimal Euclidean distances between the achromatic colors matched in Step 1 and the range of achromatic colors deﬁned by the ‘black ring’ and ‘white ring’
gamuts. The discrepancy between achromatic color matches made in (A) and (B) shows that the failure of equivalence and transitivity observed in subjects’ luminance
settings is a direct consequence of gamut relativity and the minimal-distance conjecture (see text for details). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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points representing the achromatic colors of the reference disks.
This can be ascertained by comparing the ﬁlled and empty
points in Fig. 8, the latter representing the theoretical points that
actually minimize Euclidean distances. The main discrepancy
between the model’s matches and the theoretical matches occurs
for the ‘black ring’ gamut. The correlation between the model
and theoretical distances was highly signiﬁcant (r2 = 0.994, p = 0).
I conclude that relative achromatic color matches generally reﬂect
minimal Euclidean distances between reference and test achro-
matic colors.3.5. Explanation of the failure of equivalence and transitivity
The concept of gamut relativity helps to explain the failure of
equivalence and transitivity observed in subjects’ luminance
settings in the psychophysical experiment (Fig. 9). Relative disk-
to-background matches made in Step 1 of the experiment, for
example, reﬂect minimal Euclidean distances between the
background achromatic color and the range of achromatic colors
deﬁned by the ‘black ring’ and ‘white ring’ gamuts (Fig. 9A), respec-
tively. The achromatic colors matched in Step 1 then acted as the
reference points for matches made between ‘black ring’ and ‘white
ring’ gamuts in Step 2. These matches reﬂect minimal Euclidean
distances between the achromatic colors matched in Step 1 and
the range of achromatic colors deﬁned by the ‘black ring’ and
‘white ring’ gamuts (Fig. 9B). The discrepancy between achromatic
color matches made in Step 1 and Step 2 explains the failure of
equivalence and transitivity observed in the data. A ‘black ring’
disk adjusted to match a ‘white ring’ disk in Step 2, for example,
is adjusted to a higher luminance value (more white, less black)
than was set in the ‘black ring’ disk when it was adjusted to match
the background in Step 1. Likewise, a ‘white ring’ disk adjusted to
match a ‘black ring’ disk in Step 2 is adjusted to a lower luminance
(more black, less white) value than was set in the ‘white ring’ disk
when it was adjusted to match the background in Step 1. Matches
made in the two steps thus did not satisfy the transitivity property
expected under the assumption of an absolute achromatic color ga-
mut. The non-zero and variable lengths of the vectors joining the
various points described above explains why achromatic color
matches were not generally judged by subjects to be satisfactoryand equivalent, as expected under the assumption of an absolute
achromatic color gamut.
4. Discussion
I have shown here that the standard assumption of an absolute
achromatic color gamut is not supported by data from the current
psychophysical experiment. The failure of subjects to establish
equivalent and transitive matches, coupled with the modeling
work, instead supports the proposal that the achromatic color ga-
mut is relative, depending on surround luminance. The present
work generalizes the blackness–whiteness model to the standard
simultaneous contrast display—in which the local edge formed be-
tween disk and ring is either an increment or decrement—by the
addition of a local luminance blackness/whiteness component to
the contrast component proposed in Vladusich, Lucassen, and Cor-
nelissen (2007). The augmented blackness–whiteness model pre-
sented here suggests how; (A) local luminance and contrast
components combine through vector summation to produce
simultaneous contrast; (B) simultaneous contrast leads to the dif-
ferential slicing of blackness–whiteness space to produce gamut
relativity; (C) gamut relativity explains the difﬁculty in establish-
ing satisfactory achromatic color matches between disks viewed
against different rings.
4.1. Some limitations of the study
Although the blackness–whiteness model ﬁt subjects’ lumi-
nance settings well relative to the 1D model, the ﬁts to the
match-quality ratings were poor in an absolute sense. The model
incorrectly predicted that subjects should rate increment matches
in Step 1 as being very low in quality, whereas subjects actually
rated these matches as highly as decrement matches. A clue to
the model’s inﬁdelity may be found in the phenomenology of the
task; namely, disk-to-background matches are associated with a
perceptual bistability whereby disk appearance depends on the
assignment of the disk/ring edge to either ﬁgure (the ring) or
ground (the background). When the disk/ring edge appears to
‘belong’ to the disk, the disk and background achromatic colors
appear quite dissimilar, whereas when the disk/ring edge appears
to ‘belong’ to the ring, the disk and background achromatic colors
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suggests that the contrast component derived from the disk/ring
edge may play a ﬂexible role in the computation of achromatic
color, depending on the perceptual ‘frame’ of the subject. Were
the contrast component to be eliminated from the computation
of achromatic color, for example, then according to the black-
ness–whiteness model, the luminance component alone would
determine disk achromatic color. The predicted match quality
would therefore be high, as an absolute achromatic color match
would be possible.
This explanation of the observed match-quality ratings does
not, of course, explain why subjects set disk luminance higher
or lower than the background value (i.e. perceived simultaneous
contrast). A more complete explanation would therefore require
that subjects initially perceive simultaneous contrast in the disk,
and so adjusted disk luminance accordingly, but when the time
came to set their match-quality rating, the contrast component
no longer played a signiﬁcant role in computing disk achromatic
color. This could occur, for example, if disk and background
achromatic colors were more likely to become perceptually
grouped as their perceptual similarity increased. Further psycho-
physical and modeling work is clearly required to test these
assumptions. In any case, the task of matching disk achromatic
color to background achromatic color seems to offer some inter-
esting new opportunities for the investigation of simultaneous
contrast.
The model also incorrectly predicted match-quality ratings in
cases where center-surround stimuli are known to produce a type
of perceptual transparency (Ekroll et al., 2002Ekroll et al., 2002; Ek-
roll & Faul, 2009; Ekroll, Faul, & Niederée, 2004; Ekroll, Faul, &
Wendt, 2011; Koenderink, 2003). The effect is apparent, for
example, in Fig. 1, where the low-contrast disks appear ‘fuzzy
and ‘indistinct’, relative to the ‘sharp’ and ‘distinct’ appearance of
high-contrast disks. It seems reasonable to assume that subjectsFig. 10. Matte and glossy appearance of rings with low- (left) and high-contrast (right)
identical columns of rings, each of which varies in luminance from low to high, by means
largely eliminates the ‘‘scintillation effect’’ (Pinna, Spillmann, Ehrenstein, 2002), while p
glossy appearance may be related to demonstrations in which the fusion of contrast i
percepts of glossiness (Anstis, 2000; Bancroft & Allen, 1925; Fry, 1931; Harris & Parker,took into account perceptual ‘clarity’ in their ratings of match
quality. Given that the model predictions of match quality were
based only on the perceptual distance between reference and test
achromatic colors, the model’s failure to account for these data
points is expected.
I suggest that future psychophysical and modeling studies em-
ploy the similarity-rating method to assess the perceptual dis-
tances between arbitrary pairs of targets (Logvinenko & Maloney,
2006; Vladusich, Lucassen, & Cornelissen, 2007), while having
subjects simultaneously rate the transparency of targets. The
resulting data could then be used to test the assumption that trans-
parency reduces the perceptual similarity between targets when
one or both targets has low contrast. To the extent that subjects’
match-quality ratings at low contrast are related to the emergence
of perceptual transparency, then, the blackness–whiteness model
must be amended to account for the stimulus conditions under
which transparency occurs. This topic remains a primary consider-
ation for future work.
4.2. Blackness and whiteness as perceptual dimensions
The fundamental issue of what constitutes a perceptual
dimension has, perhaps surprisingly, received little attention in
the literature. In the physical sciences, the deﬁnition of a dimen-
sion is considered in terms of the minimal set of independent
numbers required to describe the results of physical measure-
ments. By analogy, we seek to determine the minimal set of
independent numbers required to describe the results of psycho-
physical measurements. Insofar as psychophysical measurements
in the form of achromatic color matches can be represented as
geometrical relationships between points in the postulated black-
ness–whiteness space, and insofar as this space represents per-
ceived achromatic colors, the postulate that blackness and
whiteness constitute perceptual dimensions (Vladusich, Lucassen,background grids, respectively. Blackness and whiteness are induced into the two
of local simultaneous contrast from the background grids. Note that closing one eye
reserving the glossy appearance of the rings, on the right side of the display. This
ncrements and decrements by means of ﬂicker or binocular presentation induces
1995; Magnussen & Glad, 1975b; Pinna, Spillmann, Ehrenstein, 2002).
Fig. 11. Emergence of matte and glossy achromatic color gamuts according to
gamut relativity. Gamut relativity deﬁnes a glossy gamut when whiteness and
blackness contrast components are both simultaneously present in sufﬁcient
quantities (dashed red line), and a matte gamut when one or the other component
is relatively weak (dashed blue line). The displayed icons represent the appearance
of rings of intermediate luminance in Fig. 10. Note that the contrast vectors are
oblique, as each ring is bordered by contrast increments and decrements. These
contrast vectors represent the sum of orthogonal contrast blackness and whiteness
components. Relatedly, the changing slope of the matte gamut is due to the fact that
the contrast vector rotates as a function of contrast polarity with respect to the two
luminance values of the low-contrast background grid. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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study.2
This approach to deﬁning perceptual dimensions clearly differs
from the introspective approach adopted by the Gestalt movement.
According to the classical work of Katz (Gilchrist, 2006), for exam-
ple, achromatic surface color, insistence and pronouncedness are said
to constitute the perceptual dimensions of achromatic color space.
The most common terms to be found in the modern literature are
perceived luminance (brightness), perceived reﬂectance (lightness)
and perceived illumination (Gilchrist, 2006; Logvinenko & Malo-
ney, 2006), with brightness and lightness being equivalent to insis-
tence and surface color, respectively (Gilchrist, 2006). Logvinenko
and Maloney (2006) presented psychophysical data and a descrip-
tive model supporting the notion that achromatic color space is
composed of two dimensions, and argued that brightness and
lightness constitute the perceptual dimensions underlying this
perceptual space. In the current experiment, subjects viewed sim-
ple disk/ring conﬁgurations that appeared against a background of
uniform and constant luminance on a computer monitor. I did not
introduce any cues that may have induced strong impressions of
lightness and illumination (Arend & Goldstein, 1987; Blakeslee,
Reetz, & McCourt, 2008), and I instructed subjects to match
‘‘brightness’’ rather than ‘‘lightness’’ (Arend & Goldstein, 1987;
Arend & Spehar, 1993a, 1993b; Blakeslee, Reetz, & McCourt,
2008; Redding & Lester, 1980). Together with the modeling of
the current psychophysical data, these considerations suggest that
brightness and lightness may not be the appropriate computa-2 The deﬁnition of blackness and whiteness as perceptual dimensions is closely
related to the proposals of Heggelund (Heggelund, 1992, 1974a, 1974b). Heggelund
postulated that achromatic color space is composed of ‘‘blackness-to-luminous’’ and
‘‘whiteness’’ dimensions—a postulate found to be consistent with psychophysical data
from several simultaneous contrast experiments (Heinemann, 1955, 1974a, 1974b). A
detailed comparison of these models is provided in Vladusich (submitted for
publication).tional descriptors to apply in the case of simple center-surround
displays (Arend & Spehar, 1993a, 1993b; Niederée, 2010).
The current study makes the crucial distinction between a per-
ceptual dimension and an achromatic color gamut, with only the
latter constituting a complete set of black, gray and white shades.
The dependence of the achromatic color gamut on surround lumi-
nance reveals how the perceptual experience of any such gamut
cannot be unequivocally identiﬁed with a perceptual dimension;
that is, cannot be deﬁned in absolute terms. It suggests, rather, a
revision to the system of identifying perceptual dimensions in
terms of their putative correspondence relations with the dimen-
sions of the physical world, as is generally assumed in the conven-
tional identiﬁcation of brightness with luminance and lightness
with reﬂectance. Follow-up work along these lines (Vladusich, sub-
mitted for publication) generalizes the concept of gamut relativity
to the variable of perceived illumination intensity, providing a new
characterization of brightness and lightness as computationally
deﬁned ‘perceptual modes’, rather than perceptual dimensions
(Arend & Goldstein, 1987; Gilchrist, 2006; Gilchrist et al., 1999;
Logvinenko & Maloney, 2006). In any case, I argue that the percep-
tual experience of a given gamut as varying from black to white
can, in principle, provide a misleading characterization of the per-
ceptual dimensions underlying achromatic color perception.
A key line of evidence supporting the proposal that blackness
and whiteness constitute perceptual dimensions was provided by
Vladusich, Lucassen, and Cornelissen (2007). These authors sought
to test the assumption of an absolute achromatic color gamut using
displays in which blackness and whiteness were simultaneously
induced into a target region by means of local contrast increments
and decrements, respectively (Fig. 10). Vladusich, Lucassen, and
Cornelissen (2007) provided psychophysical evidence that black-
ness and whiteness do not cancel, as predicted by models positing
an absolute achromatic color gamut, and instead proposed the
blackness–whiteness model to explain the appearance of achro-
matic colors in their displays. These authors noted that a target re-
gion that is relatively impoverished in contrast blackness and
whiteness appears matte, whereas a region relatively rich in con-
trast blackness and whiteness appears glossy. I conjecture here,
more generally, that gamut relativity deﬁnes a relatively glossy
achromatic color gamut when contrast blackness and whiteness
are high, and a relatively matte achromatic color gamut when con-
trast blackness and whiteness are low (Fig. 11). A useful way of
thinking about this conjecture is to transform the Cartesian co-
ordinates of blackness and whiteness to polar co-ordinates (Heg-
gelund, 1992, 1974a, 1974b), which we may label ‘grayness’ (the
inverse tangent of the blackness/whiteness ratio) and ‘matte-
glossy’ (the square root of the sum of squared blackness and white-
ness values). The polar co-ordinate system captures the idea that
the rows of rings in Fig. 10 vary primarily along the matte-glossy
dimension, whereas the columns of rings vary primarily along
the grayness dimension. Future studies along the lines of this con-
jecture may provide additional evidence to support the postulate
that blackness and whiteness constitute perceptual dimensions,
and may help to shed light on the distinction between lightness
and glossiness perception (Anderson & Kim, 2009; Fleming, Dror,
& Adelson, 2003; Motoyoshi et al., 2007).
A related line of evidence that supports the current model is
that the visual system appears to be neurally ‘designed’ to repre-
sent whiteness and blackness—as opposed to the putative percep-
tual dimensions of brightness and lightness—as independent,
parallel variables in terms of the ON and OFF channels, respectively
(Barlow, Fitzhugh, & Kufﬂer, 1957; De Valois & Pease, 1971;
Kinoshita & Komatsu, 2001; Kufﬂer, 1953; Kufﬂer, Fitzhugh, & Bar-
low, 1957; Magnussen & Glad, 1975a, 1975b; Schiller, 1992; Wang,
Xiao, & Felleman, 2007). Major obstacles remain, on the one hand,
in elucidating the putative relationship between the ON and OFF
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OFF channels, for instance, process information at the spatial scale
of local receptive ﬁelds, whereas whiteness and blackness are per-
ceptual properties associated with extended surfaces (De Valois &
Pease, 1971; Magnussen & Glad, 1975a, 1975b).
A great deal of evidence, on the other hand, supports the model
prediction that both luminance and contrast contribute to
activation of the ON and OFF channels (Barlow & Levick, 1969; Bar-
low, Snodderly, & Swadlow, 1978; Chichilnisky & Kalmar, 2002;
Geisler, Albrecht, & Crane, 2007; Kayama et al., 1979; Kinoshita &
Komatsu, 2001; Mante et al., 2005; Papaioannou & White, 1972;
Peng & Van Essen, 2005; Rossi & Paradiso, 1999; Vladusich, Lucas-
sen, & Cornelissen, 2006a; Xing, Yeh, & Shapley, 2010; Yeh, Xing, &
Shapley, 2009). The luminance component may arise from unbal-
anced center and surround receptive ﬁeld components or from
the luminance-sensitive melanopsin-containing retinal ganglion
cells (Brown et al., 2010; Dacey et al., 2005; Ecker et al., 2010). Con-
sistent with the blackness bias I describe in this article, further-
more, neurophysiological data indicates that OFF cells are more
numerous, and their responses greater, than ON cells in retina
and visual cortex (Chichilnisky & Kalmar, 2002; Peng & Van Essen,
2005; Ratliff et al., 2010; Xing, Yeh, & Shapley, 2010; Yeh, Xing, &
Shapley, 2009). The concordance between these neurophysiologi-
cal ﬁndings and the computational properties of the model support
the conjecture that the ON and OFF channels underlie the percep-
tual dimensions of whiteness and blackness, respectively.
4.3. Comparison with edge integration and lightness anchoring models
The current psychophysical data are inconsistent with a large
class of models of simultaneous contrast and related phenomena
in achromatic color perception, which embody the assumption
that the achromatic color gamut is absolute (Arrington, 1996; Bla-
keslee & McCourt, 1997, 1999, 2004; Bressan, 2006; Cohen &
Grossberg, 1984; Dakin & Bex, 2003; Gilchrist, 2006; Gilchrist
et al., 1999; Grossberg & Todorovic´, 1988; Hamada, 1985; Heine-
mann & Chase, 1995; Land & McCann, 1971; Moulden & Kingdom,
1990; Pessoa, Mingolla, & Neumann, 1995; Rudd & Arrington,
2001; Rudd & Popa, 2007; Rudd & Zemach, 2004; Rudd, 2010; Spe-
har, Debonet, & Zaidi, 1996; Vladusich, Lucassen, & Cornelissen,
2006b; Whittle, 1986, 1992, 1994b, 1994a). The psychophysical
ﬁndings suggest that such models need to be revised to incorporate
separate blackness and whiteness dimensions.
With few exceptions (Pessoa, Mingolla, & Neumann, 1995), con-
ventional models also do not incorporate a local luminance compo-
nent in the computation of achromatic colors. The computational
modeling component of this article suggests that local luminance
plays a central role in achromatic color perception. This claim does
not, however, amount to a statement that luminance is represented
by the visual system in the form of a dedicated luminance channel. I
suggest that the visual ON and OFF channels may conjointly encode
luminance and contrast, in a manner consistent with the predicted
summation of luminance and contrast components, early in the
visual pathway. Extant models based on the idea of multi-scale
ﬁltering or spatial ﬁlling-inmay plausiblymake use of this summed
luminance and contrast signal to form spatial representations of
achromatic color (Arrington, 1996; Blakeslee & McCourt, 1997,
1999, 2004; Cohen & Grossberg, 1984; Dakin & Bex, 2003; Gross-
berg & Todorovic´, 1988; Hamada, 1985; Moulden & Kingdom,
1990; Pessoa, Mingolla, & Neumann, 1995; Rudd, 2010).
The mathematical structure of the blackness–whiteness model
is similar to edge integration models of achromatic color percep-
tion. Both types of models propose that blackness and whiteness
are quantitatively proportional to the sum of weighted log lumi-
nance ratios across portions of the image (Land & McCann, 1971;
Rudd & Arrington, 2001; Rudd & Popa, 2007; Rudd & Zemach,2004, 2007; Rudd, 2010; Shapley & Reid, 1985; Vladusich, Lucas-
sen, & Cornelissen, 2006a, 2006b). The blackness–whiteness model
implemented here differs from edge integration models, however,
in that it incorporates only local contrast, rather than integrating
contrast from both local and remote edges. This difference does
not, however, appear fundamental, as it is a straightforward
exercise to extend the model to sum local and remote edges. A
more important difference is that, unlike extant edge integration
models, blackness and whiteness remain dimensionally separated
in the current model.
Edge integration models are also unable to explain classical and
recent evidence supporting the idea that luminance plays a role in
achromatic color perception (Barlow & Verrillo, 1976; Bolanowski,
1987; Gilchrist, 2006; Gilchrist et al., 1999; Knau & Spillmann,
1997; Li & Gilchrist, 1999; Masin, 2003; Shapiro, 2008; Shapiro
et al., 2004; Shapiro, Charles, & Shear-Heyman, 2005; Shapiro &
Knight, 2008). The capacity to distinguish between different illumi-
nation levels, for instance, provides circumstantial evidence
supporting the role of luminance in achromatic color perception
(Gilchrist, 2006). Psychophysical experiments using Ganzfeld
stimuli provide direct empirical support for the role of luminance,
as subjects in such experiments perceive ‘‘brightness’’ to vary with
the luminance of the ﬁeld in a manner consistent with Steven’s law
(Barlow& Verrillo, 1976; Bolanowski, 1987; Gilchrist, 2006; Knau &
Spillmann, 1997). It is nonetheless clear that a great deal of contro-
versy in the literature has arisen due to the assumption that
contrast alone determines achromatic colors, as embodied in
Wallach’s ratio principle (Wallach, 1948), particularly with respect
to differences observed using contrast increments and decrements
(Bressan & Actis-Grosso, 2001; Gilchrist, 2006; Heinemann, 1955;
Jacobsen & Gilchrist, 1988a, 1988b; Rudd & Arrington, 2001; Rudd
& Zemach, 2004; Wallach, 1948).
One study that has been cited (Gilchrist, 2006) as evidence
against a role for luminance is that of Whittle and Challands
(1969). Noting that experimental subjects often have difﬁculty
making satisfactory achromatic color matches between targets
viewed against backgrounds differing in luminance, these authors
used a haploscopic presentation paradigm to fuse different back-
grounds presented to each eye, creating a single background with
a unitary gray shade. Targets presented separately to each eye
were fused with the background from the other eye. Under these
conditions, subjects were able to match the targets with ease, the
data being consistent with Wallach’s ratio principle (Wallach,
1948): Subjects matched the luminance ratio deﬁned by target
and background regions presented to each eye.
The blackness–whiteness model presented here can be aug-
mented in a simple way (see Mathematical appendix for details),
however, to provide an argument against the interpretation of
the Whittle and Challands (1969) data solely in terms of a local
contrast component. Assuming that the visual system sums the
luminance received from each eye at the same visual ﬁeld location
(Bolanowski, 1987; Engel, 1967), then the model predicts that sub-
jects will adjust target luminance presented to one eye to match
the target-background luminance ratio presented to the other
eye. As such, the model negates a major argument against the no-
tion of a luminance component that contributes to achromatic col-
or perception. It also suggests that absolute achromatic color
matches are possible under certain, albeit somewhat contrived,
circumstances.
The blackness–whiteness model also differs crucially from the
lightness anchoring model of Gilchrist and colleagues (Gilchrist,
2006; Gilchrist et al., 1999). The lightness anchoringmodel has been
used to explainﬁndingson theperceptionof achromatic colors asso-
ciatedwith contrast increments and decrements in terms of the dis-
tinction between anchoring between local and global ‘frameworks’.
A framework, in the current context,would correspond to each disk/
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visual system computes disk lightness values as the weighted sum
of the log luminance ratios formed between the highest luminance
value in each framework and the disk luminance values. It is a sim-
ple matter to prove, however, that the lightness anchoring model,
like other models postulating an absolute achromatic color gamut,
predicts that subjects should make absolute matches under such
conditions (see Appendix A). Themodel thus fails to predict the fail-
ure of equivalence and transitivity evident in the current data. It is
important to note, furthermore, that the lightness anchoring model
predicts an absence of simultaneous contrast for contrast incre-
ments and that subjects should never make increment-decrement
(or decrement-increment) matches. Both predictions are inconsis-
tent with the current psychophysical data and with the results of
previous psychophysical studies (Bressan & Actis-Grosso, 2001;
Vladusich, Lucassen, & Cornelissen, 2007; Whittle & Challands,
1969; WookHong & Shevell, 2004). That is not to say, however,
that the lightness anchoring model does not incorporate key
computational principles underlying achromatic color perception,
as discussed in Vladusich (submitted for publication).
The blackness–whiteness model also promises to make
computational sense of the large body of psychophysical data sug-
gesting that contrast decrements are more heavily weighted than
increments (Bowen, Pokorny, & Smith, 1989; Burr, 1987; De Weert
& Spillmann, 1995; Gilchrist, 2006; Hamada, 1985; Magnussen &
Glad, 1975a, 1975b; Moulden & Kingdom, 1990; Niederée &
Mausfeld, 1997; Shevell, 1989; Vladusich, Lucassen, & Cornelissen,
2006b, 2007; Whittle, 1986, 1992, 1994b, 1994a; WookHong &
Shevell, 2004). This asymmetry, I argue, arises from the more gen-
eral blackness bias described in this study. Given the ‘luminance
whiteness’ and ‘luminance blackness’ weights estimated in this
study (m  2.31, l  0.89), and factoring in the unity ‘contrast
whiteness’ and ‘contrast blackness’ weights, I calculate that black-
ness is approximately 2.5 times more heavily weighted than
whiteness (see A for details). This ﬁgure is consistent with the
blackness bias estimated in Vladusich, Lucassen, and Cornelissen
(2007). Subsequent work (Vladusich, submitted for publication)
suggests that the blackness bias performs a key role in the visual
system’s capacity to accomplish achromatic color constancy (Adel-
son, 2000; Anderson, 2003; Anderson & Winawer, 2005, 2008;
Arend & Goldstein, 1987; Gilchrist, 1977, 1979, 2006; Gilchrist
et al., 1999; Gilchrist, Delman, & Jacobsen, 1983; Heggelund,
1992, 1974a, 1974b; Logvinenko & Maloney, 2006). The model pre-
sented here thus promises to provide the foundation for a uniﬁed
computational theory of achromatic color perception.
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A.1. Blackness–whiteness equations
Let xi be the physical luminance value of a target disk i forming
a border with ring p. Let us then deﬁne target blackness as
/i ¼ a bi log
xp
xi
þ l log k/
xi
 
ð1Þwhere k/Pmax(xi), a and l are constants, and bi = 1 for decre-
ments and 0 for increments.
Target whiteness is deﬁned as
wi ¼ ð1 aÞ ð1 biÞ log
xi
xp
þ m log xi
kw
 
ð2Þ
where kw 6min(xi) and m are constants. The achromatic color of re-
gion i can be written as the vector sum of contrast and luminance
vectors
ai ¼ li þ ci ð3Þ
where the luminance vector is deﬁned as
li ¼ al log k/xi ; ð1 aÞm log
xi
kw
 
ð4Þ
and the contrast vector
ci ¼ abi log
xp
xi
; ð1 aÞð1 biÞ log
xi
xp
 
ð5ÞA.2. Solution to the blackness–whiteness equations for the disk-to-disk
matching task
Let region i with luminance xi be the ‘test’ disk surrounded by
ring p, and let region jwith luminance xj be the ‘reference’ disk sur-
rounded by ring q. I assume that blackness and whiteness values
are matched separately via the equalities, /i = /j and wi = wj.
Letting xi and xi^ denote the blackness and whiteness solutions,
respectively, we have for the matching task in Step 2
logðxiÞ ¼
log xlj x
bi
p þ log xqxj
 bj
b i
þ l ð6Þ
and
logðx^iÞ ¼
log xmj x
ð1biÞ
p þ log xjxq
 ð1bjÞ
1 bi þ m
ð7Þ
The ﬁnal luminance setting is then given by the weighted black-
ness and whiteness solutions
xi ¼ xai xð1aÞi^ ð8Þ
Note that, as k/ and kw appear on both sides of the achromatic
color matching equations, they cancel during the calculation of the
above solution, meaning that xi is independent of these parame-
ters. Analogous solutions can be written for the disk-to-back-
ground matching task in Step 1, except that the local contrast
term on the reference side was set equal to zero, and disk j served
as the ‘test’ disk. I ﬁt the luminance settings from both steps
simultaneously.
A.3. Blackness–whiteness model parameters
The parameter a, where 0 6 a 6 1, represents the overallweight
of blackness relative to whiteness (Vladusich, Lucassen, & Cornelis-
sen, 2007). For any given matching task, this parameter cancels
during the calculation of the individual solutions to the whiteness
and blackness equations. As subjects cannot generally adjust the
luminance of the test disk to simultaneously satisfy the solutions
to both the whiteness and the blackness equations, and since sub-
jects are in principle free to place more weight on one solution
than the other, a must be incorporated into the ﬁnal estimate of
the luminance setting in order to correctly weight the relative con-
tributions of whiteness and blackness to the total achromatic color.
The parameters l and m represent the weights applied to the
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The values of these parameters are assumed to be non-negative.
As indicated above, the parameters bi and bj equal 1 for local decre-
ments and 0 for increments. These parameters enforce half-wave
rectiﬁcation of local contrast, and allow us to write two compact
solutions to the achromatic color matching equations.
The parameters k/ and kw scale blackness–whiteness space to
determine the whiteness value at which the target region is per-
ceived as a pure shade of black /(w = 0) and the blackness value
at which the region is perceived as a pure shade of white w(/
= 0). All remaining points consist of positive values of both white-
ness and blackness, appearing various shades of gray (Vladusich,
Lucassen, & Cornelissen, 2007). I arbitrarily set k/ = 85 cd/m2 and
kw = 5 cd/m2 for the purposes of scaling Figs. 6, 8 and 9 to the range
of the luminance values used in the psychophysical experiment. I
set k/ = 100 cd/m2 and kw = 1 cd/m2 for the purposes of scaling
Fig. 3, and set all other model parameters to unit values, to produce
equal luminance and contrast blackness/whiteness values. I leave
to future work the issue of determining the actual values of k/
and kw. The units of k/ and kw are cd/m2. As the remaining model
parameters are dimensionless, the whiteness and blackness values
are dimensionless.
A.4. Calculation of blackness/whiteness weight ratio
Given a unit change in log luminance ratio, the ratio of black-
ness to whiteness change equals a(1 + l)/((1  a)(1 + m)) =
0.81(1 + 0.89)/(0.19(1 + 2.31)) = 2.43.
A.5. Estimation of match-quality ratings
In order to ﬁt subjects’ match-quality ratings, I employed a
measure of perceptual dissimilarity di,j between two targets
labeled i and j, namely
di;j ¼ 5ð1 erjdi;j jÞ ð9Þ
where jdi;jj ¼ ðj/i  /jj2 þ jwi  wjj2Þ
1
2 is the Euclidean metric. The
parameter r = 5.7 was adjusted to approximately minimize
the sum of square differences between the model predictions and
the match-quality ratings. As jdi,jj increases, di,j asymptotically
approaches a value of one. At jdi,jj = 0, two targets are considered
identical, as di,j = 0.
A.6. Simultaneous contrast and gamut relativity
To ﬁx ideas, we represent the vector representing luminance
information in a target region k as lk. I assume, for the present dis-
cussion, that the achromatic color ak of the region k is determined
entirely by luminance xk such that ak = lk = {/k,wk} wherewk and /k
represent whiteness and blackness values of region k respectively.
In this theoretical limiting case, the achromatic color of any point
in the ﬁeld is determined by local luminance alone. The achromatic
color gamut associated to region k is deﬁned by the linear function
fk:wk =mk/k + nk, where mk and nk represent the slope and inter-
cept of the function fk.
Suppose we have a pair of physically identical disks (labeled i
and j), with luminance values xi = xj = xk surrounded by a pair of
rings (labeled p and q) with luminance values deﬁned as follows
xmin < xi = xj < xmax, xp = xmin and xq = xmax. To analyze simultaneous
contrast within this framework, consider how luminance and con-
trast components combine to determine the achromatic colors of
the pair of disks i and j. The luminance values of the disks i and j
are the same (li = lj). The contrast vectors corresponding to the bor-
der between disks i and j and rings p and q, are denoted as ci and cj,
respectively. The contrast induced by the low-luminance ringmakes disk i appear whiter, whereas the contrast induced by the
high-luminance ring makes disk j appear blacker. The achromatic
colors of disks i and j are then given by the vector sum of luminance
and contrast vectors ai = li + ci and aj = lj + cj. As the contrast vectors
are unequal (ci– cj) so too are the achromatic color vectors (ai– aj).
As the luminance value xi of disk i surrounded by the low-lumi-
nance ring p increases from low to high, the lengths of both the
luminance vector li and contrast vector ci increase, ensuring that
the length of the achromatic color vector ai increases. Conversely,
the length of the orthogonal contrast vector cj associated with disk
j surrounded by the high-luminance ring q decreases. I deﬁne a pair
of linear functions fi:wi =mi/i + ni and fj:wj =mj/j + nj forming 1D
‘slices’ through blackness–whiteness space. These lines correspond
to the achromatic color gamuts associated to disks i and j given the
respective rings p and q.
Let the line fi represent the gamut available to subjects attempt-
ing to adjust the luminance of disk i to match a speciﬁc achromatic
color of disk j as given by a point tj = {/j,wj} on the line fj. As an
absolute achromatic color match is not possible, the best a subject
can do, then, is to set the point ti to obtain the closest possible
match to the point tj such that the point ti minimizes the Euclidean
distance metric jdi,jj = jai  ajj subject to the constraints provided
by the function fi.
A.7. Proof of absolute achromatic color matching in the haploscopic
paradigm
Suppose we have a pair of targets (labeled i and j) presented to
left and right eyes, with luminance values xi and xj, respectively
surrounded by backgrounds (labeled p and q) with luminance val-
ues xp and xq such that the reference target (say j) is a local contrast
decrement. The summed blackness values /i and /j corresponding
to the left- and right-eye targets i and j are
/i ¼ a bi log
xp
xi
þ l log k
2
/
xixq
 !
ð10Þ
and
/j ¼ a bj log
xq
xj
þ l log k
2
/
xjxp
 !
ð11Þ
From this construction, setting /i = /j, and assuming a decrement-
to-decrement match, such that bi = bj, the model predicts that sub-
jects perform blackness matches according to Wallach’s ratio prin-
ciple (Wallach, 1948), as we can derive the equality xp/xi = xq/xj. A
similar argument applies to the whiteness dimension.
A.8. 1D model equation
According to this model, the achromatic color of region i is given
by
Wi ¼ c log xixp
 	
 j log xp^
xi
 	
þ d log xi ð12Þ
where c, j and d are free parameters representing contrast incre-
ment, contrast decrement and luminance components, respectively,
and the operator [x0] = max(x, 0) implements half-wave rectiﬁcation.
This equation was solved in the same manner as described above
for the blackness–whiteness model. Letting i and j index the test
and reference disks in Step 2, respectively, we setWi =Wj, and solve
for test increments
log x^i ¼ c log
xj
xq
 	
 j log xq
xj
 	
þ log xdj xjp^ ð13Þ
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log xi ¼ c log
xj
xq
 	
 j log xq
xj
 	
þ log xdj xcp ð14Þ
Now let k index the reference background in Step 1. AsWj =Wk, the
above solutions simplify to obtain for increments
x^i ¼
xdkx
j
p^
j
þ d ð15Þ
and decrements
xi ¼
xdkx
c
p
c
þ d ð16Þ
where xk is the luminance of the background. These solutions em-
body the transitivity property inherent to the 1D model.
A.9. Proof of absolute matching in the lightness anchoring model
Let disk i and ring p constitute the test conﬁguration, and disk j
and ring q constitute the reference conﬁguration. Assume the test
ring is the highest luminance in the display, and the reference disk
forms a local contrast decrement with its ring. I further assume
that the luminance of the test disk xi is set as a decrement to match
the lightness seen in the reference disk j. The lightness of the test
disk i is given by
Ui ¼ log
kUi;p
xi
ð17Þ
where kUi;p ¼maxðxi; xpÞ ¼ xp is the global lightness anchor. The
lightness of the reference disk j surrounded by the ring q is given by
Uj ¼ log xpxj þ log
kUj;q
xj
ð18Þ
where kUj;q is the local lightness anchor for region j deﬁned as
kUj;q ¼ xkpxð1kÞq ð19Þ
where the free parameter k (where 0 > k > 1) scales the balance be-
tween the local and global lightness anchors. I set Ui =Uj and solve
for xi, giving
xi ¼
x2j
xkpx1kq
ð20Þ
The existence of this solution proves that an absolute lightness
match is possible under the stated conditions.
A heuristic argument also shows that the anchoring model pre-
dicts absolute lightness matches for increment-increment
matches. In this case, the anchors are constant functions of local
disk luminance, as in kUi;p ¼ xi and kUj;q ¼ xj, and the anchoring
parameter varies as a function of these values k(xi,xj). It remains
clear, however, that an absolute match is made by setting xi = xj
and k(xi,xj) = 0.5; that is, by setting the luminance values of the test
and reference disks equal, such that both disks appear the same
ﬁxed white.
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